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College Faculties
To Assist in Policy
By JOE CRISCIONE
to give state colpromise
A
in the formiege faculties a share
policies was
nc, of administrative
last week by Louis Heilto president of the State ColBoard of Trustees.

Editor’s note: The ler,- ng statement was made by ASB President
Brent Davis in response to criticisms
mode last week by former ASB Executive Secretory Everett Avila. Avila
announced his resignation and withdrawal from SJS at Wednesday’s Student Council meeting and later stated
the "most of my reasons for quitting
are related to Brent Davis." Hs
charged that Davis had not appoint.
ed "the best people" to fill many
ASB posts, that he was tardy in miming appointments and that he lacked
the "ability to compromise."

One teacher organization
charged
that authoritarianism
has been and still Ls being practiced in a number of state schools.
A top college official stated that
instructors at departmental meetings have had to ask "Who are
you?" because they were not informed a new man had been
hired.

47 faculty
At a meeting of
hers front 15 colleges and of
presentatives from the offices
the chancellor and Board of
rosters, Heilbron said, "We are
ncere in bringing the faculties
Last week’s meeting at Fresno
at trustees together to solve
utual problems."
state college was called especI
Faculty members have long ially to advise instructors of what
mplained that top administra- is going on and to consider reguors dominate the colleges and lations concerned with hiring and
firing faculty members.
The legislature ordered that
rules on personnel practices be
set up by Feb. 1, as part of the
current reorganization of the
State college system.

The problem of tenure, a college teacher’s permanent right to
his job after he has held it for a
certain period of time, caused
Sachchulananda Vatsyriyan, In- the hottest debate of the session.
an novelist, poet and editor, deMost college faculty members
(Tibet India’s writing and mass now acquire tenure after three
unlcation problems to a near.
The draft rules,
parity audience in S142 Friday. years of teaching.
lie told listeners that in India under discussion at last week’s
e state monopolizes the broad - meeting, would extend that period
tin’ system.
to five years.
"You tend to say things in agreeProcedure now requires that a
with the party in control or
year’s notice be given to an inare left out." Vatsyayan
The speaker termed chances of I structor before he is fired. This,
hroadca.ster piesenting some- some argued, gives too short a
Log stimulating to his listeners
time to judge a teacher’s capability.
the trial period.
would be a step
instructors subadministration.

Due to an injury he suffered
the night before the meeting
when he walked into a glass door
at his motel, Dr. Buell Gallagher,
chancellor of California state colleges, attended the meeting on

s

TtI.l GOING STRONGKeepthe ’talk-a-thon" going are RogPr Pelton jr. and Margie Itielsardtion Jr. in their MoulderRoyce halls connection. Still
ahead is the Markham -Washburn line by four hours.

Talk-a-thon Continues
Despite Interruptions
Although a slight interruption temporarily
disrupted the Washburn hall to Markham hall
tatk-a-thon Thursday, the gahbets still maintained Friday that they’re "in the running"
and four hours ahead of the Moulder-Royce
leant.
The talk -a -Shore began Wednesday at 7
p.m. by Markham hall instigators. Later that
night, 10:50 to be exact, Moulder started its
cont inuous conversation.
When men in Markham hall were unable
to converse with Washburn women Thursday,
they became suspicious of foul play, especially
since there was a "fellow from Moulder standing at one phone booth when it all happened,"
Craig Carter of Markham said.
After checking telephone poles, cables and
connection boxes and finding no traces of tampering, men of Markham rushed over to
Moulder hall to find ottt what was going on.
Mat kham spokesman Roger Pelton said
that when the inquisitors came cwer, Moulder
hall men explained that they were not respon-

011,1e for am. disconnecti..n. Earlier, we had
agreed on no fussing around," Pelton said.
"We didn’t want. trouble with the telephone
company," he added.
Meanwhile, the women of Washburn were
having a conversation with the operator who
cut in a total of three times. "She called to
check-up and said everything was fine," Dodie
Bush. Washburn hall. said.
When Markham and Washburn were again
able to converse, it was not necessaly to deposit another dime to continue, Ron Kruse,
Markham hall. said. "The lines were still connected," he added.
Concerned rwet’ tlw 168-hour talk-a-thon
feat set by Michigan state Thursday. SJS gabbers revealed determination to surpass Michigan’s time by approximately 48 hours.
Expressing a positive attitude about the
subject, Pat Colombo of Royce said, "We’ll
beat them; why, we’ve been fighting to see
who could get in the phone booth first. Our
sign-up lists are filled for two clays in
advance."

crutches.
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S. YATSYAYAN
... spoke Friday
"’slim." "Anything too far from
he normal and official policy is
Silted,"
In India, the slate
monopoly
n radio means it is
used primary for Muratonal
purposes.
The cinema in India at
one time
Mood as second largest in
the
rld. Vatsyriyan listed
Bombay
nd Calcutta as important
motion
ure centers.
"The wi Per and the cinema
intY areili interested
in each
," Vatsyityrin declared.
Ile explained that
t here has been
inn when the cinema
industry
to make use of a
noted
ter’s work after
his death.
Usually writers are
frustrated
the cinema and
not intetested
sritine for the industry.
"The
ginef work of the
writer and
cinema’s reproduction often
IS’ not
alike," Vatsyayan
The sPeaker
announced that 600
PM air theaters
for the legitimate
aZi! have been
built recently as
Part r4 a
new community (levelst progi ant
VaLsysyan expressed
opinion
It state
monopoly is good somelass in keeping
the theater going.
inasmuch ns
expenses are high.
The Indian
leeturer concluded
Presentation by reading
a poem
had written.
lie first read it in
ish then in
his native tongue.
L One of 14 different
Inn Spoken in India.

Five SJS Students
Officially Suspended
Five SJS students have been
officially suspended from the college, two for the entire academic
year, Pres. John T. WahlquLst
announced Friday.
The two are students apprehended on the Stanford university
campus last month for attempting
to steal two bicycles.

No
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Davis Tells Avila:
’Merry Christmas’

have completely
ignored the
teachers’ views, Heilbron said.

To lengthen
others asserted,
toward keeping
servient to the

igarettes
Dr box?

Dr. Leros It. P111, professor
of phssics, will %peak todo at
p.m. before the sJs chapter of the American
of l’ithersits Professors in room
it of the eras-feria. His talk Is
entitled "’Folio’s Magic."
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better record at some other college or here if they should return
after their suspension period."
Three other SJS students, coeds
living in the residence halls, also
were suspended but only for the
remainder of the current semester
for violating lockout rules and
security recto la t ions.
The coeds were already on conduct probation for possession of
alcohol in their rooms the previous semester when they were involved in this miseondllei.

At the hearing before the ASH
Judiciary last week, the students.
already on probation, admitted
that they had planned the theft
at dinner that same night. They
admitted, however, their roommate had admonished them although he did not physically try
College classes will lw disou,,ed
to at op them.
for the Christmas holidays Friday
and will be resumed Jan. 2.
130th students also said they
Library hours over the recess,
had cars and did not really
"need" the bicycles although they according to Miss Joyce Backus,
said their residence was "too close college librarian, will he from
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
for car and too far to walk."
Friday. The building will be closed
One said he knew at least two on Christmas and New Years days,
others who stole bikes from the she said.
Stanford university campus and
Cafeteria hours will be Monday
were now using them. They said through Friday from 7:4:5 a.m. to
this had "some influence" ou their 4 p.m., said Michael Dolan, cafeaction that night.
teria manager. Both organizations
Dean of Students Stanley C. will resume their regular ached Hem said both the students and tiles Jan. 2. The last issue of Spar their parents have been informed ton Daily before the holidays will
by registered mail. He added, "My come out Thursday. Publieation
hope is that they will make a will he reallined Jan 4.

Vacation Hours
Set for Library

Students To Attend
Management Fete
Experience in actual, down -b,
,.arth

application

of

clas.sroorls

principles and one unit of college
credit will be earned by 50 SJS
business students during the February semester break.
The students will be taking part
in a nationally recognized student management

workshop

program

sponsored by the S.1S Division of
Business and the L. Hart and Son
co., inc.
Conducted as a regular one-unit
course under the college extension
services. the six day program consists of on-the-job experience’ and
discussion meetings with major
store executives.
Students work with executives
for one full week, Monday through
Saturday, 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
For the three-hour morning sessions, students attend discisssions
on retailing and on executive jobs
by executives of Hart’s San Jr/Se
and Sunnyvale stores. The discussions are held in the San Jose
branch’s auditorium.
During the afternoons, each student is assigned to a store executive with whom they will work
’during the day.

"I am sorry that Mr. Avila has
had to drop out of school, but
hope his bitterness will be turned
into constructive pursuits. I had
noticed he was in a depressed
state and seemed upset. In the
spirit of Christmas, I wish him a.
Merry Christmas.
"I understand his need for
personally attacking me and I
don’t feel it is necessary to point
lilt
Mr. Avila’s motives: however, out of respect for those
students who have been appointed
and who now are working, I WH’
III express my confidence in It:.
and appreciation for their his;
ofservice to the student body.
APPOINTMENTS
"As to the appointment pns-,
being too slow for Mr. Avila. I
Jose
am somewhat sympathetic and State business manager, said Friwould further point out that for! day the need for an emergency veover a month there has been’ hicle for the health service "doesn’t
legislation in the constitution and make very much sense."
by-laws committee which would " He said that when an ambulancesolve our present problems con- service is two minutes away such
cerned with time consuming ap- , an emergency vehicle would be
pointments.
i useless.
"It is a matter of personnel and
-There definitely is an honest
disagreement between Mr. Avila budget ’who’s going to operate it
and myself over the procedure of and what is it going to cost 7"
making appointments. First of all,
A equest for such an emergency
do not believe in making arbi- vehicle was made loy Di’. Thomas
trary appointments. Instead, I:
have insisted that they be publicized and that Student Council
members and the personnel officer do the actual interviewing.
"This system is not as fast as
lily making an arbitrary decision.
but it is fairer Si) the student
body.
"Finally, I will cite as an example the Spat-tan Programs connUttee, which has taken ’too long
to he appointed.
"If I had appointed the committee when I should have, the present chairman would not have been

Ambulance
Useless
Thompson

First Art Auction
Draws Good Turnout

fund. 50 per emit goes to the artist and lo per cent to the art gallery I undo
Amiiiincers .lelm V. DeVincenil
and N. Eric Ohark, assistant professors of art. prosided a touch
ig conicity during the serious ven
titre of raising money for a schol, arship fund.
Auction stipervisors Robert Coleman, associate professor of art. and
David D. Hatch. assistant professor
ig art. wile "pleased" with the
turnout and response to this pilot
Pt’, (belt
SS arren
aus AM department
head, in wig...ming the IlidderS CX: 00110 that Own, are now two
$50 mr seholarshilis available for
approximately 74311 art majors.
He said this would amount to
"busying each student two cups of
coffee, if the student would pay
I How rents on the second cup."

E. S. THOMPSON
... business manager

Gray. head of the student health
service, earlier in the semester. Dr.
Gray stated that the service needed the vehicle ti; transport on -campus patients to the health center.
Thompson asked. "Who is going
to operate stioh a vtthicItt? Will it
sit there unused? The health service only has a few emergeney calls
annually."
"Anyway. why take an milord
twrson to the health center when
a hospital is so close to the campus?" he added.
Thompson said he did not know
to what extent verviees are provided by the health center.
At present, the health service
x-sponds to emergencs on -campus
calls by sendim a 110001* and num.
to the victim’s liwation. Dr Gray
said the principle reaS011 for reJew Stale al itremtit1 has
guesting such a vehicle was to
a total of 1807 engineering stuhave some means. of transporting
dents, according to Mrs. Lois Bowa patient quickly and in a lying
man, division secretary.
position to the health service.
Last year. 11f4 engineering maDr. Gray said. "Right now a doe lors were graduated, a good pall , tor MUM
find his own iraTIAof them electrical engineers who portation or walk to a victim’s
have little trouble obtaining jobs liwation
this takes time which
in the Bay Area, she said.
lean mean life or death for a pa However. former Pres.. Herbert I tient. The school can obtain a veHoover has stated he believes the hicle for perhaps $200 and equip
U.S, lags behind Ressia in produc- it for our need."
ing scientists and engineers.
Thompson said. "I would hate
Mr. Hoover, himself a former en- to he a patient and ride in such a
gineer. believes. "We have a re- vehiele being taken care of toy
sponsibility to see We maintain the some inexperienced person who
supply of trained scientists and doesn’t know how to handle a pa
engineers needed by our growing I tient. it takes two persons to him((,oatinued ea Page 6)
dle a patient."

Wall one of the largest art deEnthusiasm tro
%yolks, partments in the country, further
by students and faculty skyrock-1 scholarship funds are needed to,
eted during the first annual Art eneourage superior students. Prodepartment Christmas auction Fri- ’ fessor Fan:: said.
Bidding for Prof. Leonard Standay night as total bids neared
ley’s "Christmas Tree," of steel
$1000 at 11 o’clock.
Approximately 50 items of the and gold leaf sculpture, went f; om
117 entered remained to be auc- $45 to a selling price of $66.
Works not sold in the auction
tioned off at Ind lime.
Essentially a fund raising proj- are on display in the Art gallery.
ect. 40 per eent of the proceeds These may be purchased in the
lion) each well< sold will go to- gallery offiee at a minimum bid
ward an art student scholarship entil Friday.
Fly IA\

appointed because he was indisposed over the summer; nor would
the rest of the committee have
been ;iptsrinted for the reason
that I had no way of knowing
they were interested.
"As a result, today we have an
outstanding working committee
and have given interested persons
an opportunity to serve their fellow students.
-On the subject of constructive
legislation, I have asked my executive officers to suggest goals to
Student Council. and this they
have done. As Council passes this
legislation, it is my responsibility
So can’ it out and this I have
done."

Hoover Requests
’More Engineers’

2SPARTAN DAILY
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Auto License, Dog Tag
Is Washington Status
111t 1, St 1,1
Among the privileges and prerogatives that accrue to high
echelon bureaucrats is the right
to obtain a District of Columbia
auto license bearing a low number.
Holders of the first 100 tags
issued here each year. possess
a status symbol that is almost as
cherished as a protocol ranking
entitling a person to sit "above
the salt" at dinner parties.
By the same token, the possession of a low-numbered dog license is also a mark of distinction, at least for the dog owner.
The dogs themselves couldn’t
care less.
Traditionally. the No. 1 dog
license is reserved for the White
House. while tag No. 2 is set
aside for the vice president.
After that, the list follows a sort
of catch -as-catch -can pattern.
For instance, the third and
fourth spots are occupied by
G -Boy and Tucker. a pair of
Cairn terriers belonging to FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover.
NONE FOR IKE
They are followed by pets
owned by an assortment of dignitaries in both public and private life.
During the Eisenhower administration, the Chief Executive was (toeless, so tag No. 1
was assigned to someone else by
default. No. 2 went to former
Vice Pi e-ident Richard M Nixon

to’
Currently No. 2 belongs to
Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson’s beagle, whose name is Jefferson.
However, in the issuance of
tag No. 1 this year, there Was
a slight complication, caused by
the fact that the White House
now has two dogs. This meant
that one of them had to be downgraded.
The honor of being top dog
went to Charlie, Caroline Kennedy’s terrier. Therefore, Pushinka, a gift to Mrs. Kennedy
from the Soviet space kennel.
was relegated to tag No. 9, which
was the only other low number
still open.
FEELS DISCONCERTED
I seriously doubt that this
mattered very much to Mrs.
Kennedy. but one of the other
low-numbered dog owners leek
rather disconcerted about the
way things worked out.
He is Norman S. Bowles jr., a
local attorney who acquired tag
No. 8 for his chihuahua, Ginger
Boy Bowles HI.
He said he did not know until
the list was published in the
papers that Ginger Boy had a
lower number than Pushinka
This appeared to give him mor,
status than he felt entitled I.,
he said.
So if the people in charge of
such things at the White House
should happen to want to trade
tag number,- Bowles is willing.

Russian ’Nervousness’
Termed Cause of Talks

t

LONDON (UPI tEver since
the siege of Leningrad in World
War II, Soviet Russia has been
nervous about her frontier with
Finlandthe longest and most
unprotected in Europeand free
passage through the Baltic sea.
The two things taken together
probably explain the Kremlin’s
recent sudden demand upon the
Finns for joint defense talks
now in tentative abeyanceand
the angry warnings to Norway
and Denmark about their partnership in NATO.
All indications are that the
Russians have been alarmed by
NATO maneuvers in the Baltic
and negotiations for a NATO
Baltic command.
To suspicious Russian minds
the recent developments look
like NATO and especially the
West Germans are crowding
them in an extremely sensitive
area.
SEVERAL AIMS
Most West European observers
believe that Russia’s call upon
Finland for defense talks under
their 1948 mutual assistance
treaty, coupled with her warnings to the Scandinavian countries, had several aims including:
1. Warn the Finns about getting too chummy with the West
in their "neutrality."
2. Warn NATO partners Denmark and Norway, and secondarily neutral Sweden, not to allow the establishment of any new
Western bases in the area.
3. Warn them not to accept
any nuclear weapons or prepare
for nuclear launching sites or
bases.
Finland for its part could not
and cannot ignore Russian
threats or desires. Geographically she is too exposed to her powerful neighbor. President Urho
Kekkonen, whose trip a few
weeks ago to the United States
did not please the Russians, had
to convince the Kremlin all over
again that Finnish neutrality is
just that--and not pro-West. By
calling for elections early next
year and removing from the political scene persons regarded
by the Soviets as suspect, Kekkonen in a meeting with Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev won
an agreement to put off defense
talks.
SOVIET GOAL UNKNOWN
Just what Russia had in mind
with its call for defense consultations never has been stated.
But. if it was thinking in terms
of bases in Finland, this at least
has been postponed.
Economically, Finland is more
dependent on the U.S.S.R. than
the Scandinavian nations. Finland does about 15 per cent of
her trade with the Soviets, down
from about 20 per cent five years
ago. She depends on Russia for
fuel, fertilizers and many raw
materials. She hopes for eventual association with the Eu-

ropean Common Market, an
eventuality entirely dependent
on Soviet good will.
Defensively, because of her
as
almost forced neutrality
against moving into the Soviet
campFinland appears not to
have figured at any time in
Western defense plans since
World War II.
Denmark and Norway, as
NATO members, definitely do
figure in Western defense plans
and consequently are under constant Soviet pressure and
threats.

U.S. Apologizes
To Civilians Held
At Gunpoint
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(UPDThe U. S. government
apologized Friday to civilians
held at gunpoint by Army military police Thursday while top
secret cargo was loaded into
a military plane.
Military policemen pointed 45caliber automatics at the civilians while the cargo was loaded
into a CI24 at Peterson Field
near here. The field is used by
both military and civilian aircraft.
"It was a matter involving national security, and the actions
taken were in the national interest. On behalf of the U.S.
government, an apology is tendered to those who were inconvenienced." said a statement issued by Fort Carson, Colo., officials.
Military police blocked off
roads leading to the airport, refusing even to allow El Paso
County Sheriff Earl Sullivan and
four deputies to enter during the
80 minutes the plane was being
loaded. The field is within the
sheriff s jurisdiction.
Sheriff Sullivan was called to
the field by Harry Woods, manager of a civilian aircraft corporation which occupies a hangar
at the east end of the field.
The sheriff responded to
Woods’ telephone call. He
thought there "was a riot or
something" at. the field, and
headed there with several deputies in the car. They drove at
speeds up to 115 miles an hour.
However, the military had
sealed off the east end of the
field. Neither the sheriff’s party
nor Air Force police were permitted to approach the hangar
Woods said he and several
others were held in his hangar.
Ten other civilians were held in
another hangar until the plane
was loaded.
"There is no doubt in my mind
we would have been shot if we
had poked our noses out of the
door," Woods said.

’Wrong Impression’
Paradox Discussed

CLARINET TRIOMembers of Phi Mu Alpha, music fraternity,
rehearse for tomorrow’s recital. This clarinet trio, John Currey,
Rowland Schwab and Elliott Charnow, will play -First Grand
Trio Concertanfe in G minor,’ by Waferson.

Phi Mu Alpha Recital
Set for Tomorrow Night
Members of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, national men’s professional music fraternity, will
present their second recital of
the semester tomorrow at 8:15
p.m. in Concert Hall.

Arant, Patrick McFarland,
Schwab, Fryman and Stitt.
Open to the public, there is
no admission charge for the
concert.

The organization has scheduled other recitals in January,
March, April and May, with the
final program being an exchange with the University of
the Pacific Sinfonians.

’Intervention’ People
Attacked by NAM Man

Guest artists will participate
with Sinfonians during a program which features works by
seven composers, both contemporary and classic in tomorrow’s presentation.
John Orlando on piano will be
featured in Bach’s "Toccata in
D minor," which opens the program.
Six movements of "Rhapsody
for saxophone and piano" by
Jacob will feature William
Trimble and Lynne Howe.
A bassoon duet will be played
by Larry Fryman and Jerry
Dagg in Couperin’s "Concerto
tor two bassoons."
"Three Duets for Horn" by
Williams will be presented by
Michael Kambeitz and Allen
Stitt.
A clarinet trio composed of
Rowland Schwab, Elliott Charnow and John Currey will present Waterson’s "First Grand
Trio Concertante in G minor."
"Meo Tan Yen" by Bloch Will
feature William Hickey, trumpet and Pat Arata, piano.
"Quintet, Op. 71 for flute,
oboe, clarinet, bassoon and
horn," by Beethoven will close
the program. Musicians featured in the work will be Anne

NEW YORKJohn W. McGovern, outgoing president of
the National Association of Manufacturers, attacking persons
who call for more government
intervention in the lives of individuals:
"They are basically planners
who are convinced that they
know what is best for the people. The trouble is that their
world is a paper world, dreamed
up by themselves and often bearing little resemblance to reality."

Door Decor Contest
Judging Wednesday
Judging ot ii’ annttil I fl aternity door decorating contest,
sponsored by Delta Sigma Phi,
will take place Wednesday night,
according to Bob Powers, publicity chairman.
Originality will be stressed in
the judging, he explained. Winner of the contest will be given
a silver tray, which is kept for
one year. Pi Kappa Alpha now
holds the award.
Judges for the contest are
Ray Tsutsumi, San Jose Mercury and News, art advertising
department; Dr. Wayne Champion, professor of industrial arts
and Linda Axenty,. Spartan Daily fine arts editor.
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Editor:
It seems paradoxical that we
of SJS are so concerned about
foreign students receiving a
wrong impression about discrimination in the United
States. We want them to understand that we are more than
willing to take them into our
bosoms. If they would only be
"friendly" in return. I wonder
what foreign students think
about Americans who can trace
their ancestry back for four
generations but still are not
the
from
to benefit
able
warmth of that great white
bosom.
Perhaps I sound bitter. Usually I am not because like most
of my race I accept my fate,
working and hoping for better
understanding between men;
but when I read articles in
"Thrust and Parry" saying that
a Greek would not mind sitting
in class with Negroes, but would
not like to live in an atmosphere in intimate brotherhood
with them, I can’t help wondering how those same Greeks
would feel sharing a foxhole in
Seoul or Pusan. They didn’t
mind in 1950, I assure you.
If I may speak for the majority of Negroes at SJS, I would
like to say that we are not interested in joining white Greek
societies. There is little we have
in common with such as Page
Brownton, ASB 17729;. However, I would not like to be excluded because of the color of
my skin or the texture of my
hair. I have not quite overcome
having been taught in my early
years that Americans are Americans, but perhaps we Negroes
are just white man’s fools.
Lynn Marano)
ASB 8418

’Students’ Criticism
Should Be Welcomed’
Editor:
Indeed, there is much talk
about discrimination from foreign students. This criticism no
doubt is true. There is much in
America, I feel, which can be
validly criticized by our foreign
friends.
I would, however, like to present possibly another way of
looking at our faults which find
criticism among foreign students. I believe there is a more
healthy approach to the problem, than now exists.
No American citizen, I feel,
would insist that he is perfect.
All of us, I believe, would admit
to inadequacies if we were truly
honest with ourselves. We are
hostile when we should not be.
Then, too, we at times are sensual when we should not be. I
believe we would all admit to
these weaknesses when all that
mattered was truth.
Now since all our country is
the collection of such individuals with such weaknesses, our
country is necessarily destined
to possess many weaknesses.
This we all admit to ourselves.
But, we do not stop there.
Once we see our weaknesses we
attempt to improve upon them,
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May the
Pleasure
of Sharing
and Giving
Make This
Your Hest
Christmas
Ever!
i;1.11)1’S AUER
(Mice Clerk

Try Campus
Launderette

GIFT IDEA:
For That Special Person
A Brief Case Might Ile
Just the Cift.

Where Eke Can You Get
All of These Under One Roof?
COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
(With or Without Ironing)

those of us who still base stiftl
cient spirit to keep trying.
This is the point at which the
criticism of our foreign friends
comes in. They can see our faults
and weaknesses better than we
ourselves. For they see them
more objectively than we do.
Hence, we should welcome their
criticism, and those who have
not yet given up on life should
attempt to remedy the weaknesses and failings they have
discovered.
Edward
ASH 4673

country could find help
if h,
needed it. and he would
fitv
friendship if he offered
friend
ship. It is no different in
Artier
ica. I have not uttered
friend
ship and been rebuffed: I
Inivi
not asked for help abil been
it.
f used. The "American’
attitudi
largely reflects the individual
on both sides.
Amer Said Al Khatat
ASK 41:::..

chete clot(
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’Friendly Relations
Easy To Develop’
Editor:
It is very easy for a foreign
student to develop good and
friendly relations with the people of America. We are friends,
and we will go on being friends
as long as we make an effort
to understand each other, and
as long as our countries do not
interfere in each other’s internal
affairs.
As an Iraqi student in the
United States, I have found the
people ready to give help when
I needed it. Even on the first
day of my arrival, a woman,
seeing that I was confused,
asked me where I was from and
offered to help me find my luggage. After my luggage was collected, she put it in her ear,
and then showed me around
Washington, D.C. Finally, she
drove me to a hotel. She did
not know me, but she gave me
kindness and help.
The people of Iraq and the
people of America have much in
common. We believe in one God
and hls Holy Book as Americans
do. We believe in an individual’s
right to look after his own concerns and to express his ideas
freely and without penalty. The
citizens and the governments of
both countries are deeply interested in education.
But even if the differences in
our beliefs were greater, we
could find ways to understand
each other. A stranger in my

RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Alma 8. Almaden

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S
and
TOWN WITHOUT PITY
GAY THEATER
400 South First
BIG DEAL Ott
MADONNA STREET
UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS
?

SARATOGA THEATER
14502 Big Basin Way. Saratoga
%es.. Wed Only
.0 THE MOUSE THAT ROARED
with Peter Sellers
THE ANGRY SILENCE
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
South First and Alma
BREAKFAST A TIFFANY’S
MARINE- S, LETS GO
Al,
CRY TERROR
TOWNE THEATER
1433 The Alameda
L’AVVENTURA
and
Peter Sellers in a brilliantly
inconseguencial film
THE CASE OF THE
MUKKINESE BATTLEHORN
TROPICAIRE TWIN -HE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
1969 Alum Rock Avenue
SOUTH SCREEN
COLLOSUS OF RHODES
md
JAILHOUSE ROCK
NORTH SCREEN
THE HUSTLER
4(
HOME FROM THE HILLS
**********Irlr***********

You Must See
Our Tremendous
Selection of

"1" PROPOSE’

FINE JEWELRY
Special Discount
to All SJSC Students

Your Christmas Gifts ,
Headquarters

JULES BOZZI
The Jeweler

CY 2-9119

169 So. First

For Christmas

1962 La Torre
Jose State Yearbook

More pages than
ever before
More color than
ever before

4to

More coverage of
campus life
Less Than 2,000 Copies AN killable
Don’t Be Left Out!!

$6 at the Student Affair.,
Office Tit 16

FAST DRY CLEANING
EXPERT DYING and

partan Bookstore
S1

SUPER SERVICE at

"Right On Campus

REASONABLE PRICES
402 5, 3rd & San Salvador

"14

I

Buy it today, buy it
tomorrow . . . buy it!
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Judiciary Discusses
New Judicial Bodies

Meeting
Lilt’ /1$1, Judiciary
when the organization
bodies was exjudi
ucial
f lower
:.ed, the discussions that took
were wide-rtutging but
01. Week

discussdons cen
Iti gerv’ral, the
n the following questions:
to.
*Should each lower judicial
attorney body have its own
general?
At what stage of the judicial
process should the disciplined sturight to
dent be infomied of his
appeal?
Can an appeal be made on
violations?
all
* Should eases of the lower
whethjudicial bottles be based on
er alicanipus or organizational
rules are broken?
Should jurisdiction between
die ASK Judiciary and the lower
judicial bodies be dependent on
the student’s affiliation or type
of violation?
’These were the main questions
considered and although not fully
resolved, the attempts to answer

PORTAL DRY CLEANING
AND LAUNDRY SERVICE
Alterations

Repairing

CY 445842

20 E. William

Christmas
greetings
for your
holiday
hostess
from
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thew %sere pain:slaking, il at Unit
involved.
Another question, however, coo
eerned Jttnet Douglas, dean
students-activities, on the roles of
the Panhellenic and AWS juclici-

ariSes’he did not want to create a
breach between the two on cases
that the ASH Judiciary normally
would handle.
Also, would the ASH Judiciary
handle only appeal cases under the
new setup? It was then explained
that the Judiciary was not delegating all authority on all cases
to the lower judicial bodies.
Even after more than two hours
of discussion, however, it was apparent that another meeting
would have to be scheduled for,
the organization of the lower.
judicial bodies to reach a move’
definitive stage.
In addition to the regular members of the ASH Judiciary, Dear,
Douglas. Dean of Students Stan -1
by C. Benz, Mrs. Charlene Liebau, activities adviser. Bill Hauck,1
former ASH Judiciary chief jus-!
thee, and the following representatives attended the meeting:
Arlene Jung, Panhellenic presi-,
dent; Sherry Arcemont, Panhellenic judiciary member; Barbara’
Bernard, AWS; Howard Jensen
and Hob Weers, both from the
Inter-Dorm judiciary.

MIAMI BEA’H Hill
An
off-the-cuff rem a rk Thursday
may have revealed President Kennedy’s decision regarding a second term in the White House.
Kennedy told a national meeting of Young Democrats that he
was not asking their help in the
1962 and 1964 elections. "I’ll do
that then," he added

Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
1.1

81’212

_Are You

1495 V’.

SAN CARI.OS

e for evening?

CT 24111

rre

3 -Way
Detachable
Straps

lace
Front
Section

Professor Jack II. Holland, he
of the management departm
at San Jose State College,
speak before members of the roH
lege chapter of the Society for
the Advancement of Management.
at 6:30 p.m., Wednesday. in the
Garden City Mill:rim banquet

LYKEABLE DOLL Rayleen Hermann is pictured in four pages of
the winter issue of Lyke, SJS feature magazine, on sale this morn.
in at the cafeteria, bookstore, Library Quad, Outer Quad and
men’s and women’s gym. Also included in Lyke are Mort Sahl,
political philosopher and satirist, and English sports car driver
Stirling Moss. Two pages of cartoons by SJS student Paul Merta
and a story "Hazel’s Husband’s Sandwiches" by Dean Prichett
highlight the magazine.

President Wahlquist Announces
Appointment of 19 Staff Members
Three full-time and 16 partrime instructors have been added
In the engineering division faculty since the beginning of the
semester, Pres. John T. Wahlquist announced yesterday.
The appointments bring the
total of administrators and faculty members in the dOision to
91. Full-time equivalent positions
allocated to the division total 64.
The following are the new instructors asigried to the seven
departments in the engineering
division
Cisil engineering: Eric I. Field,
Palo Alto; Jerome J. Lohr, Menlo
Park; Henry Matter, Menlo Par!:
(full-timer; Dr. John P. Nielsen.
Los Altos; John J. Pacey jr,
Mountain View; Frederick G
Snyder, San Jose.
F:leetrical engineering: Ernes,

Make Reservation for
New Year’s Eve

ALL EXPENSE
Lena
Side
Sections

CURVALLURE

by

ri#V,011
ME BRA OF
NATURAL REALITY
CLarellare has
fabulous seclusive pad that creates the
bt’s bra glamoura divine neckline for docollstego. Three
way detachable straps, nylon Iota front section. White, Black,
Pink. Blue. ansl Rid. A IS B cups 32.34. C 3241. White only,
$5.95. Also available in long lint HIS and the torso style
S1S.00 in whit, and black only.
WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP STAMPS
(.,51 Niiionai Chisig elan
Sankamericard Charge Plan

56 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
(Betwoan First and Mrketl
SAN JOSE
CY 3.29IS

Active Reservists
Out by June 30
t liPI
All
Army reservists called to active
duty us the Ile-rho crisis p-ottably
tie back in civilian life by
a iii
iiits learned Fri next .1 iiit’ ti
teroatitely plans to
The
start ri ’PUS niz the I I9.500 members of the National Guard and
organized reserve early in 1962 as
tratt;ol draftees Itecurne available
to ’ i- their places.

COME 8 SEE
OUR GIANT SELECTION

DINNER
FOR TWO

F. Admiral, Cupertino; Dr. Kongta K. Chow, Palo Alto; Raymond
E. Halfaker jr., Palo Alto I fulltimer; James A. Lima, San Jose;
John S. Potts. San Jose; Ching Ling Tseng, Palo Alto.
General engineering: John H.
Caulfield, San Jose; Charles L.
Donelson, San Jose; Constantino
P. Ferandez, San Jose; James II.
Rodgers, San Mateo; Ronald V.
Tetz. Sari Jose.
Mechanical engineering: Helmer
L. Nielsen, Los Altos ifull-timer;
Donald R. Reichet, San Jose.

4V.::LiMWSkietni.....i..,4.A...c.,*1’

TREES
SILVER TIPS
WHITE FIR
TA(iLE TOPS

:JOSIE’S MINIATURE!
GOLF
382

E. Santa Clara
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(Menu includes)
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(dinner from 5 -to -111
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DINNER
FOR TWO

THE INTERLUDE
Third 8 Santa Clara
CY 7-7696
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TRAFFIC

STREACH
those

WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS

Learn to Fly Your Own Plane
at

(

t

tri

Apply in person any weekday
between B a.m. and 12 noon at
United’s Maintenence Base Employment
Office, San Francisco Airport

BEAT

May the
Happiness
of the
Christmas
Holidays
Last Throughout
the Year
for You.

4

Fla Will

cuRnEn tiT to

NERO

/W’
REID-HILLVIEW AIRPORT
CL 8-2230
Cunningham Ave., S.J.
FAA & Vet Approved
(lowers flite time requirements)

New Low Rates
STUDENT CLUB DISCOUNT

Free Ground School
All Aircraft Radio Equipped
4 Place Plane Low as $13.00/hr.

FRAN MAAS
’lock Clerk

OR
’%7t

Charter

GIFT IDEA:

Low Group Rates Available

t:13. For Skiing. Skating or Sports Car Joys . ..
Or Just to Keep Warm.

FLY HOME

Spartan Bookstore

FOR

CHRISTMAS

-Right On Caminpir41,14:111111%, V.41

4

Leave at Your

Convenience

Give A Sweatshirt

e

ft
et

One Free Round of
Golf with Each Tree
Purchased

CHRISTMAS iit/1.11)Y INTERVIEWS
UNITED AIR 1.1\ES Mr.ardennen has’ the
opportunity to tresel. %bit beautiful cities and
meet intereeting people. Martina salao in*32S
flown. Up to
per
Is for the find It I
sfs per hour pre lll i l am pa for wore boor.
flown over 711 to a maximum al lc,pliio liltertil
taken..
.Apensex and eseellent fringe lieriefitn.
are
stir.
lea, and emitement raw
VT"
20-2b yr*.old. pernintable.
with proportionate ueight. Free training at init.
I’llieugo training ,’enter.

ie,
.T(

REFRESHMENTS
SOUP
SALAD
DINNER FILET
Smoth..r,1 with mushroom
anecv. baked potato,
vegeta hle. & r heese bread
COFFEE
FLAMING DESSERT

S750

Professor flatland. who retort’’
:.
from a six month world-wide
will speak on his experiences won
business leaders during his trip.’
Consulting with leading management and busine, executives,
and lecturing at unit ersi ties
London and India were highlici.
of Professor Holland’s trip.Ii
lour took him to Australia, Jari.’,
India. England, France, Italy,
Goimany and Holland.
Holland
time,
this
During
visited many business leaders anti
studied purchasing methods
by other countries. In addition
spent many hours of his free t:’
with college students, present’
them an idea of the interests and
training of U.S. business students.’
Professor Holland is adviser to
SAM and was one of the group’s
organizers in 1958. He has been a
member of the SJSC faculty since
1948, and was appointed head ,f
the Management department in
1958.
Deadline for signing up for the
meeting is 3 p.m. today, on the
SAM Bulletin Board outside TB
116.

*CS

CHRISTMAS

Prof. J. H. Holland
Will Be Speaker
At SAM Meeting

KITS

FOUND AT

vailablr

SI

JFK ’Off the Cuff:*
To Run for 2nd Term?

STEREO/HI-Fl

Ntiirmlay. De7intilifilT.11114. rs111

Pierce and Lawrence Goldberg
JOi
olst:IONE
The trial oi i,rity Miller’s con- said this week that they will emtroversial book. "Tropic of Cancer," ploy prominent literary critics in
enters its fourth clay, today in: defense of the book.
Mario County District Attorney,
San Rafael, in the courtroom of
Municipal Judge Leonard A. Roger P. Garety, armounced that
he too will use literary critics in
Thomas.
The jury, is to read the book , refuting the defense’s witnesses.
LADY CHATTEILLEY
and decide whether it should be
This seems to be fulkAving the
banned under the state obscenity
pattern of the trial of "Lady
law.
"Tropic" has been praised by Chatterley’s Lover," in London
some of the world’s most famous three years ago. In that trial such
authors and is fiercely loved by famous literary personalities .0
I many admiters of Miller. Karl’ E. M. Foster and Rebecca We.t
Shapiro, an American poet. con- testified to the quality of the
siders Miller a "holy man" with novel which like Miller’s boa.
presents four-letter words.
a moral mission.
rhe British jury voted in I.:Ivo!
; The book is just as fiercely
!hated by many law enforcement of D. H. Lawrence’s "Lady Chat
I agencies who feel that it degrades terley’s Lover."
District attorney Garety rrn,
public morals and has as much!
literary value as the scribblings tioned that "The prosecution as.
found on the walls of men’s not be based on the use of four
letter words per se. but rather or,
rooms.
the contention that the book
ACHIEVEMENT
,
Dr. Peter Kuestenbaum, assi,
ant professor of philosophy
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
SJS. said in his evaluation or ii
& HAIR DRYER
novel, "I think the book
Hours 6 a.rn to 11 p.m.
literary achievement, even thou,
NO WAITING
certain immature people mi..’
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
not get out of it what the anti..
497 N. 13th
intended. But it should not
banned on this account. All
have to do is join the Army ’
hear any four-letter word in t
book."
The trial promises to be nu .
teresting one because the st,,obscenity law appmently cam
be used against any book to
has any "redeeming social
portance "
Defeo . attorneys Charl

DAYSTROMMEATI I

VIOPOSI

Fts

Trial Goes to 4t a
For ’Tropic of Cancer

Barefoot Lyke Doll

11,010A1RAN- DAM!
Monday. December 11. 19:

Junior Meeting
Slated for Today
A
dormin
session the importance and objectives
SJS class government and a dis- .
cussion of suggested debate issues..
to be sponsored by the interclass
coancil. vvill feature todaYs junior,
class meeting at 3:30 in CH160.
The Ugly Ccuple contest has
been postponed until the spring I
semester, announced Al Malyon.
class president.

OUR PRICES ARE
LOW PRICES

Come to

Witold S. Zuorakowski,
i...istant director of Hoover Institute of Wit:. Peace and Rev.,tritho. at Stanford university.
’sill speak today at 5:80 p.m. In
His topic will be "Education in the Skillet Union."

FIRST STREET
REXALL DRUGS
Neel to Woolworth s

35 So. First St.

Your Beauty Needs
Headt7uarfers
Bankamericaid
Free Delivery

First Nat’l Charge
CY 2-8081

Tenure Key Controversy
Joint Education Meet

’College Men’ Book
For 1962 Available
In Adm244--Free

Students Against Communbuts,
a college organization. is spoil ...ring the lecture.
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL

CAMPUS
SNACK BAR
Soup and Crackers
20c Reg 25c
SNO-MAN
Large Sundae
28c Reg 30c
Kitty -Corner from Men’s Gym at 4th & Son Carlos Vs.

Have fun at our 16 lane bowling center.
Student bowling . . . . only 35c a line.
Another bargain is our $1.35 Steak.
We have other specials for students

DOWNTOWN BOWL
375 W. Santa Clara St.

CY 4-7800

Copies of the 1962 "Career for
the College Man" books are now
!available to all senior men, particularly June. 1962. graduates interested in entering business and
industry upon graduation or after
! militaiy service, according to Dr.
S: W. Clements. placement director.
The publication is offered free
,,f charge throwth the Placement
Adm244, Dr. Clements said.
This year’s edition is published
in a hardback cover and Is printed I
in two colors. It contains detailed]
presentations hr employers interested in college-trained men lookirw for career opportunities.
National in scope, the book contains an employers’ directory and
a cross index of top national concerns showing employers’ addresses. number of employees, locations of facilities, college maors preferred among applicants
and key men for the job hunter
to contact.
Career editorial features in the
edition Include articles by Sen. Hubert Humphrey, Sen. Barry Goldwater and Arthur Goldberg, secretary of labor.
William Douglas, president of
Careers, inc., writes on "A Resume: Key to Your Job Campaign"
in the publication.
Featured in the book are an
article by the editors of Fortune,
telling how 500 of America’s largest industrial firms managed last
; year and an article on "Fulfilling
, Your Obligations Armed Forces
Programs for College Men." an
article prepared from official Department of Defense sources.
"This would be a real bargain at
any price for the graduating college man." said Dr. Clements. "The
amazing thing is that it is offered
entirely free because it is sponsored by over 100 business and industrial firms."

Romney Speaks
EAST LANSING, M i c h.
George Romney. president of
American Motors corp.. telling
college graduates to find an aim
in life quickly:
"It’s better to have a goal even
if it’s a wrong goal."

An invitation to shape your own future...

ph,. 5, Ifirh 5,..12o4

DR. HENRY GUNN ponders a question asked him about his new
position as head of the recently organized administration and
supervision department, one of the four divisions of the education department.

Dr. Henry M. Gunn Heads
New Education Department
NIINTON
Its
When Dr. Henry M. Gunn retired as superintendent of schools
of Palo Alto . . .
"I didn’t retire," laughed Dr.
Gunn. "I left because I wanted
to train people for administrative
positions."
He explained, "I feel people who
have been in the field have something to offer besides theory."
Thus the newly organized department, administration and supervision, part of the Education
division at SJS. has Dr. Gunn as
head.
The new department "prepares
for position.s in school administration and supervision, instructs for
accreditation for such positions
and offers training leading t3 advanced degrees in these fields."
The Division of Education is
headed by Dean William G.
Sweeney. This division is divided
into four departments, according
In Dr. Gunn. They are: elementary,
secondary. librarianship and the
new administration and supervisisn tiepin intent.
Describing the department he
heads, Dr. Gunn said it is staffed
by five instructors: Dr. Gunn, professor of education, specializing in
general administrative personnel
and school housing; Dr. Charles
Coffey. associate professor of education, school law and curriculum;
Dr. James Curtis, professor of education, secondary administration
and supervision.
Di’. Harry Jensen, professor of
education, elementary administration and supervision; Dr. Russell

Clarinet Stolen;
Valued at $145

Kent, associate professor of education, school law and finance.
Dr. Gunn has served in administrative jobs in Oregon, has been
president of education at the University of Southern California and
has been associate professor at
Stanford university.
The Kentucky born professor
has a son who is an attorney, a
daughter who teaches, and a
younger daughter who is a senior
at Palo Alto high school.
"And three grandchildren.
smiled Dr. Gunn.

At General Telephone your starting point is on
the job. Because we consider on-the-job training
the best method availle for the development of
professional skills and talent.
Equal consideration is given to your interests and
attributes. In accordance with the direction in
which you wish to point your future, unusual
opportunities are open to you in Engineering and
Technical Activities, Business Administration,
Accounting and Data Processing, or in Public
and Customer Relations.
Whichever direction you may take, on-the-job

For information
concerning placement opportilmties. contact
your School
Placement Office.

training is supplemented by formal training
courses and rotational assignments.
As a major communications company in a
growing field, General Telephone has an everincreasing need for men to assume positions of
management throughout its system in 31 states.
In consequence, we offer you every opportunity
to shape your own future.
Your Placement Director has copies of our brochure on Management Careers that covers the
opportunities at General Telephone in more
detail. Ask him for one.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
Amorko’i largest c
Independent Telephone System
alli
Syst(ks /
-------

DR. STANLEY TOM
OPTOMETRIST

CONTACT LENSES
CY 2-8821

Spartaguide
TODAY
Junior class, meeting, CH16o
3:30 p.m.
Associated Independent Students.
meeting, E118, 7 p.m.
fillip!, "Israel Revisited," Ness man hall, 7:30 p.m.

257 SOUTH FIRST, SAN JOSE

Christmas exhibit, art grillers
today through Friday, 9
4 p.m.

Business Education department.
coffee hour, cafeteria rooms A an I
B, 3:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Chriatian science organization,
meeting, Memorial Chapel, 7:30
p.m.

Scientific Eye
Examination
Modern Frame Styling
Glasses Repaired
Free Parking
Any Public Lot
Easy Credit Terms

Paperback

AAIPP, meeting, cafeteria, 12:3,
Pan
Students Against Communists
lecture on history of communism
TH55, 3:30 p.m.

Phi Mu Alpha Situllonla meeting
for members only, M272, 7 p.m.;
recital, open to public, Concert.
Theft of a clarinet, valued at hall, 8:15 p.m.
$145, was reported to the campus
Speech and Drama department,
security police by an SJS coed
reading hour with Christmas
Thursday afternoon.
Marian Green. 2834 New Jersey, theme, Studio Theater, 3:30 p.m.
said the elm Met was taker from
the first floor of the music building Nov. 29. She had delayed reporting the theft because she
thought it might have been misplaced, police said.
Serial numbers on the clarinet
are 6722G. The instrument case has
the numbers 72313 printed on it.

weWrehilpereTttiyda;(11)drearikg.irutzl,
From [’PI
"There were pretty good argunts ili)
ments not to have any tenure at to have any tenure at all," Cr,
II," reported James Tidwell, San blentz said evaluation standard
Diego state English professor in involving research, and publishe
a report to California state col- work as well as teaching capasu
ity OsirhoFullcdubeLsconsuNidDe:Rd.
lege trustees Thursday.
The report was made following
FIRE
a joint session with college presiTrustees recently came us&
dents and faculty representatives
hmatakapepenaliredst,tiolebe,:trliz
on proposed new personnel regulations.
ftaielli7likpefottrhtworough a plan to have
The committee sessions involved ure and promotion related ter
to
poleducational
campus planning,
facAumltoynmg etmhber’s
e
Julia
icy, gifts and public affairs, ficritics wits
nance and faculty and staff members but tenure provisions proved A. McPhee, president of Cal PoS
"That’s all been worked out as
to be the key controversial item
in the personnel regulations which I’m perfectly happy now," sal
also involve sabbatical leave, disciplinary actions, layoff and rein- MwmhocaPretheeuinm.
itipo4uVerutairnntstihtfuaoatrtei’n
xo’uPeriris efails11;ulee 1
statement.
rstionthaonf deoegmreesnnt.
Trustees will hold a public hearing in mid-January at Cal Poly, memAdobep
t"ee ream
San Luis Obispo, on adoption of was scheduled for late last Thur
the regulations, effective July 1. day.
Reports from closed meetings
by the trustees, 15 presidents and
FOLDING CHAIRS
47 faculty members indicated progress was achieved on drafts of the
Fourteen wooden folding chat
regulations. Chancellor Buell Gal- which were taken from the
sit
lagher proposed new rules because of last month’s Homecoming
bet
the old system has not permitted fire rally are state property sr
adequate safeguards either for per- must be replaced by rally cornrni
sonnel or the colleges.
tee if they are not recovered, a
WIDE RANGE
cording to Keith Nicoles, ral
trustee
by
presented
The reports
chairman.
William Cobientz. San FrancisNicoles requested that anya
A.
Love,
San
co state; Malcolm
with information about the missit
and
Diego state college president,
chairs telephone him at CYpre
James Tidwell, San Diego state 5-9601 or Kathy Lynes at CYpre
English professor, showed propos- 4-2916.
als ranged from no tenure to a
4-year rather than the present 3year service provisions.
SAVE MONEY!!
Additional problems involved
On GAS and OIL
tenure for transferring faculty
members and administrative emSAHARA OIL CO.
ployes, dismissal notices and leaves
Second and William
of absences.

Book of the Week

DAY OF
THE LOCUST
by Nathanael West

Hundreds of Titles for Good
Reading in Our Paperback Dept.

Ski club, dry ski school, boxing
room in men’s gymnasium, 7 p.m.
Survey of Music Literature, Concert hall, 11:30 am.
Basketball, freshmen vs. Menlo
junior college, Spartan gymnasium,
6:15 p.m.; varsity vs. Fresno state,
8:15 p.m.

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Caminu,-

Start the holiday festivities with an exciting new hairstyle

PERMANENTS (;’,’,,,;’,Wave

1 5 00
ONLY

expert tinting-bleaching

skilled hair-artists
personalized hairstyling always!
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
Located across from the Administration Building . . .
Come in between classes or at lunch

We are now open Saturdays.

CAMPUS BEAUTY SALON
275A E. San Fernando

Plione CY 3-1186
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SAN JOSS’S FINEST
FLOWER SHOP
CI’ 5-1130
175 Taylor

Sall Jo’t’ S te’b !rush cagur%
picked up their first win of the
young campaign as they split a pail
of road engagements over the
weekend.
Center Joe Knox scored 26 points
BOB NYE will see action when the Fresno state
from Las Lomas high school. He was a consistent
to pace SJS to an overwhelming
Bulldogs invade Spartan gym tomorrow night
scorer for the SJS frosh last season
60-39 victory over San Francisco
at 8. Nye, a 6-6 history major, was graduated
City college Friday afternoon on
the loser’s court.
Athletically Inclined
San Jose State conducts one
Diablo Valley junior college
soundly thumped the frosh 45-25
the most active inter-collegiate
Saturday night at Concord, playathletic programs in the nation.
ing ball control basketball. The
Last year 725 candidates for :;(1
score was only 12-7 in favor 01
Spartan teams received more tit
Diablo at the half. Knox again led
300 awards for athletic participaSJS with 11 points.
tion.
The split gives the Spartahabes.
NEW YORK (1,P1)It was
Campbell, named end on the a 1-3 record. They lost contests to
expected that Hugh Campbell
United Press International third Oakland city college and San Jose
of Washington state had a good
team All-America squad, caught city college earlier.
l’halle4, of repeating as pass rethe most passes, 53. and ran up
GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE
ceiving champion, but no one
total yardage of 723. His two
MILWAUKEE (UPI )--Frank
suspected that Chan Gallegos of
championship season total of
Cummings told the judge he
San Jose State would wind up
1,604 yards is the best in colwanted a divorce from his wife,
as major college football’s top
Helen, because she spent too
patner of the season.
much time in pool halls.
Judge Robert C. Cannon granted it after Mrs. Cummings testified that she liked "shooting pool
with girl friends."

rid Experts Fooled
y Gallegos Success

LEE’S
BARBER SHOP
1.50
1.25

Adults .

Children

Specializing in Al! 11(1h-) ’uts

68 E. San Fernando
Open 9 to 6

Barnes and Bill Robertson, In- I Jose will he up against a squad that
titan’s hoopsters grubbed a 34-19’is fresh from a convincing 92-56
!saltine. lead, and waltzed the
annihilation of Portland univers, rest 44 the N’ay ill the Friday
ity.
night win.
! The Bulldogs are led by Mike
Yonge, the 6-2 guard, was Spar- McPherson, the high scoring hut"
tan high scorer with 15 points. Joe ward who has led the team the
Braun scored 13 and Robert sion past two seastalS
tallied 12.

Frosh Hoopsters
Trample SFCC,
Lose af Concord

For quirk Dependablin
Service Come to

t Styling
paired
king
: Lot
Terms

tore

After soundly defeating the University of Nevada twice over the
weekend, San Jose State’s basketbailers appear to be on their way
to one of the greatest seasons In
Spartan cage history.
San Jose beat Nevada 71-43 on
Friday night and came back the
following evening to roll up a 75-54
score against the Wolf Pack.
The Spartan. play the Fresno
State Bulldogs in Spartan iota
tomorrow night.
The tvio wins were the third and
fourth consecutive easy victories
for San Jose thus far. Coach Stu
Inman’s five beat Chico State in
the season’s opener. 66-31. A 60-35
win over San Francisco State was
next before traveling to Reno for
the last two opponents.
San Jose is allowing its opponents just over 40 points per game.
one of the leading defertsive marks
in the nation last season.
Paced by Bill Yonge, Vance

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING

Eye

Good
IE Dept.

SJS Rips Nevada Twice;
Plays Fresno Tomorrow

,aid rill -college swimming
,onships Frida y, winning
,nd plating second in two of
events of the two-day meet.
ATO in the WC standere DC I 51). SAE ( 39 ) ,
Chi 051"o. Phi Sigs (27),
Eva 13.’, and DSP (3).
’Aided 63 points.
final all -college standings:
r.J medley relay: ATO
DC 54.61. 50-yard individ’reentyle: Bill Clark (SAE-matandrit PSK- -25.41. 50butterfly: Mike
individual
’
ATO 27.91: Niven ( DU
, 50-yard individual medley:
(Ind. 29.5); Hood
30.5’. 100-yard individual
,H13Ie: Dan Haut (SA1..
k (SAFI. 50-yard irldi% hi tla
(DU
resststrokr: Dale Heisinger
Cal seem’ I ATO- 33.00.
It:1rd individual medley: Mike
ixrc, 1:07.6); Murphy
1076 250-yard freestyle
2 : 05. 0 ) ; DU. 100tries)’ I. relay: ATO, SAE
DU 147.6).
’,ding to Dan Unruh, intro.. director, an important
for intramural basketball
_ers will be held today at
!II M(21)1.

LENSES
1821 I

[ ST

Sophomore Forward

Monday thru Saturday

Your Campus
Shop for Christmas
MEN . . .

"don’t let your
girl go up in
smoke,
without a gift
from Mosher’s
Women’s Shop.
WOMEN . .

"your sweetie
will raise twin"
without a gift
from Mosher’s
Men’s Shop.

osflcr s

Santa Clara
Picked Tops
In WCAC

Santa Clara is rated the top
elub in the West Coast Athletic
, Conference in Sports Illustrated’s
special basketball issue.
The basketball issue, which is
on the newsstands this week,
rates Coach Bob Feerick’s five
the team to beat primarily on
the basis of their over-all size.
Santa Clara can boast a pair
of giants in 6-8 Gene Shields and
6-7 Joe Weiss and has a starting
unit that averages about 6-5.
Of interest is the fact that defending champion Loyola is said
to be suffering from a lack of
height.
But Loyola has All-D’CAC
players Ed Sento, 6-6, and Jerry
Grote, 64, returning from last
year’s championship club and
has several boys in the 6-4 to
6-5 range.
Sports Illustrated rates Cincinnati as having a good chance to
retain its national championship.
The magazine favors Cincinnati,
Ohio state, West Virginia, Texas
A&M, Kansas state and USC to
win their respective conferences

AtArt /*MIN &

fOrIVTAV

V11.1.4GE

legiate history, according to
final NCAA Service Burt-au
statistics released Friday.

U - DO -IT

Holding a 14 point )38-24i lead
at the halt. the Spartans came
back to see Nevada rally briefly
at the onset of action in the second half. But with 10 minutes left
San JOSE, had built up their Margin
to 58-38.

COIN LAUNDRY

orEN

Center Braun led local scorers in the second Wolf Pack
, win with IN points, most of them
in close. Robertson hit for 15
while Rolf Dahl scored 10 points.

24 HRS. A DAY
for Your Convenience

1 Block from Library

In both games. Bill Robertson
led Nevada, scoring 18 points in
the first game and 16 the full.,
ing esening.
In meeting Fresno State, San

171 So, 3rd Street

Part-time Work
for Co!lege Men ...

FULL TIME PAY
Service and Sales of New
Products by Appointment.

Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.
71.07913 1111frraM a

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students Lacier or Over 21
ModernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)

_Aft types

of accomoclations

with rents to fit your Liget

485 South Ninth SL
CY 7-8877

’Petal(
RENTAL

f&Wee

ifs not
too late

Gallegos was virtually an unknown when the campaign
opened. Rut at the end he had
captured most of the top passing honors.
Gallegos’ .594 percentage on
117 completions out of 197 attempts was the best in the nation among those tossing 100 or
more passes. He threw for 14
touchdowns, three more than
his nearest rival and racked up
1480 aerial yards. The West
Coast marksman was topped in
yardage only by Ron Miller of
Wisconsin. who achieved the
runner-up position on the
strength of a magnificent closing season game against
ainto
senhe
-ncompleted
iM
which
19 of 37 picsses for 297 yards.

on

SAVE
,c per
2c& 40 gal.
92+ Octane Reg.

CAMPUS SHOP
50 South 4th Street
Open Monday and
9
Thursday

CRON &ALLE&OS

Saturday night’s game saw San
Jose overcome and early 1-3 deficit to bag its fourth in a row.

100+ Octane Ethyl

Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 380
Castrol
qt. can 500
qt. 190
100% Eastern Bulk
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
Cigarettes
package 220

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th & Keys

10th & Taylor

KristenElliott
BOXED
CARDS

There Is Still Time To Get
Your Personalized Christmas Cards

24 -HOUR SERVICE

Spartan Bookstore
"Right

On tinnini-:-

Monday, December 11, 1961

fl’4PARTAN DAILY

Eleanor Roosevelt To Speak
On U.S. Leadership at &KC
’

A Japanese kitten ceramic vase
more than 1000 years old was reeently presented to the SJS Art
department by the city of San
Jose. Originally a gift to San Jose
city from its Japanese sister city,
Okayama, the vase is now in the
SJS art office.
The unglazed pottery vase was
made by Toy Kaneshige of Imbe
(Bizent from a process which has
been in the Kaneshige family for
hundreds of years.
San Jose attorney Wade Hover
presented the vase to Warren
Faus, head of the Art department,
because city officials decided it
could be put to better use at the
college.
The Japanese government has
called the 28th generation of the
Kaneshige pottery family one of
the "five living national treasures" in Japanese ceramics, according to Dr. Sanders, professor
of ceramic art.
-

lto,e%elt, known as cat cal.,er of her own since the
"First Lady of the World," will death of her husband.
discuss America’s responsibility as
The "First Lady" served as a
a world leader Monday at 8 p.m.
member of the U.S. delegation in
in the men’s gym of San Jose city
the first organizational meeting of
college, 2100 Moorpark ave.
the United Nations General AsThe U.S. diplomat and writer, sembly, London. in 1945 for forwidow of Franklin D. Roosevelt, mer President Harry S. Truman.
will speak on "Is America Facing
She served as a delegate through
World Leadership?" General adthe first seven sessions of the Genmission tickets to the speech may
eral Assembly, resigning in 1952
be purchased in the SJCC finance
when Dwight D. Eisenhower was
office, room 301, from 8 a.m. to 5
elected president.
p.m. or at the door for $2.50 each.
In the next five years Mrs.
United Nations delegate, newsRoosevelt circled the globe three
paper columnist, and author, Mrs.
times, visiting India, Pakistan,
Roosevelt has established a politiJapan, Yugoslavia, Arabia and Istanbul.

MORIN’S
TAILORS

I

Her visit with lOrrushchev in
he Soviet Union in September,
Your Shop ol Distinction 1157, was returned two years
and Personal Service
145 W San Fernando St. later during Khru.shchev’s American trip.
San Jose, California

4
_ WALKING ALONG WALL, U. S. Senator Barry Goldwater
(R. -Ariz.) checks barrier dividing West and East Berlin. A brigadier general. Goldwater is among group of former Air Force
officers on tour.

Mrs. Roosevelt has published
Iwo autobiographies and several
BIG AUTO INSURANCE
hooks and magazine articles, as
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
well as a daily newspaper column.
Women and married men over 21: $78
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65
(based on current 17 per cent dividend).
Single men under 25: $252 less $43
dividend, or a net of $209.
$10/20000 Bodily injury Liability;
$5,000 Property Damage and $500
All occupational therapy majors
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
vhould report to HB301 Thursday
comparable savings. Payments can be
il 9:20 a.m, for a group picture
made once, twice or four times a year.
American students are offered
Call or write for full information to
for La Torre, according to Mts. the opportunity to combine 1962
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue, !Margie Hanft, secretary in the
vacation travel abroad with six
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & cite).
occupational therapy office.
weeks of liberal arts study in July
and August by four British and
two Austrian summer schools.
The British University Summer
SPARTY SAYS:
Schools program is offered priA CUP OF
marily to graduate students, but
COFFEE OR
undergraduates in their last two
A FROSTY
years of study will be consideterL
MUG OF
Four British schools offer
ROOT BEER
courses concentrating on differWHEN YOU
ent subjects and periods. At StratBRING THIS
ford-upon-Avon, The ShakespeareAD TO
an and Elizabethan drama is the
subject. The University of London
will offer a course in English literlure, art and music of the 20th
ontury.
Subjects offered at Oxford are
21S South 4th
history, literature and arts of 17th
Across from Science Building
century England. Edinburgh school
ALWAYS A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE
will offer British history, philaso14 4
11)8h3y2. and literature from 1688 to

Therapy Majors

1

Students Offered Opportunity
To Blend Vacation, Education

FREE

cpaPteth J
Streetuttch

FLY HAWAII
$144.20
(

LY

Tax Included

Full Round Trip

Leave San Francisco: 16th - 19th - 23rd Dec.
Return From Honolulu: Any Friday or Saturday

Other New Package Offers
incl tiding
Ebhtide Hotel Accommodations
Levi Greeting
Excursion Tours
Your Own Car Unlimited Mileage
10-I/ay Package
8-Day Package

$79.95

.499.95

Seetours International
Oil

1.7116

Service Committ
Needs Members
3 Voting Posts Or

Japanese Vase
Given to DS

The fee for the British program,
including room, board and tuition,
is $254.
An opportunity to attend performances at the Salzburg music
festival, is included in the pro-

grams offered by both Austrian
schools.
The Salzburg summer school,
sponsored hy the Austro-American
society, emphasizes German language, but also offers courses in
art and music, taught in English.
The fee for the entire program
is $245.
The University of Vienna, at the
St. Wolfgang Campus near Salzburg, offers courses in the German
language, law and political science,
education, arts and history.
Applicants for the 6-week program must have completed two
years of college. The fee is $335.
Applications may be obtained
from the Information and Counseling division, the Institute of International Education, 291 Geary St.,
San Francisco 2. Applications must
be returned before March 1.

Hoover Requests
’More Engineers’
(Continued from Page 1)
economy and national defense. I
regret to say we have fallen behind the Communists in this field.
But with this new united front
we can provide the remedy."
The united front to which Mr.
Hoover referred was adopted by
a joint committee of engineers who
raised funds for the 20-story engineering center. The building is
located across from the New York
United Nations headquarters. It
will house 20 engineering societies.
Commenting on the center’s
proximity to the U.N. building,
Mr. Hoover told an audience of
several hundred engineers, scientists, educators, industrialists and
public officials:
"We did not deliberately erect
this 20-story structure in order
to keep an eye on the street, but
we may hope that the fallout of
brevity, unity and constructive action streaming from these rooms
might penetrate into their assemblies.
"On our side of the street engineers do not need shelter from
the radiations of Karl Marx from
certain segments of the United
Nations."

onpeleTmnh:1:es’rer are threethecommittee.itilisngo

A lecture entitled "Christian
Science: The Discovery of the
11,aling Christ." by Deith A.
Pilinmer of London, England.
will be sponsored by the San
Jose State Christian Science organization.

acAtivpeplrniCearntiol:SSfor corn m it I et
may be picked up at the
C
Union up to Thursday at 12
Prospective applicar_ts w
notified at the College Union
they will be scheduled for
views regarding committee
lions, according to Shamn Ca
senior class represe_ntatke.

The free lecture will be given
tonight at 8 o’clock in Memorial
Chapel. Plimmer is a member of
the hoard of lectureship of the
Mother Church, The First
Church of Christ, and the Scientist, In Roston, Maim

Booklet Available
Phi Eta Sigma, national scholastic fraternity for lower division
men, has several hundred copies
of a pamphlet "How to Study"
which are available to students at
no charge, according to Wayne
Rush, fraternity member.
Students may pick up copies in
F’0119.

YOUNG MEN
18 - 35

We are offering a guaranto
income upon qualification
public relations trainees let
fisted in permanent port-ti
employment doing Mar
Analysis work in carmen:
with the sale of the "Synk
con."
For further information,
call Mr. Brown
CY 7=8818
or
Apply, 586 No, 1st, Suite

LET A PROFESSIONAL DO YOUR WO
IT COSTS NO MORE THAN COIN -OPERATED
MACHINES! WE DO THE WORK FOR YOU.

We Clean and Spot Half Garments for I7c eacF
Long Dresses, Coats, Suits, etc., 34c each
THESE PRICES ARE FOR CLEANING &

SPOTTING ON

PORTOLA CLEANERS
-40 Years Same Locatimt"
S. W. Corner Virginia & State

Sts.

CY 2-6

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

MRS "WINTER

FDR Handle Cold War
Better Than Kennedy?
LOS ANGELES I UP1t--Could
the late President Franklin D.
Roosevelt have handled the cold
war better than the present administration?
The question was asked Wednesday of Rep. James Roosevelt (DCalif FDR’s son. His reply:
"If my father were in good
health, he would perhaps have
reached a quicker solution to the
problem and the cold war might
not have gone nn quite as long
as it has."

The
hCrla-1..
which co-stionsiii%re.ed
Jr:IdS.toat,ellecbtl: 2ilvi Pints.
whirl
cently broke the eolleee
371
tee

SPORTS"

"Those beach
toughs better
not kick sand
in my face
next summer!"

"Better work on his stomach
he’s got a head like a rock."

439 E. SANTA CLARA

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25e a line first insertion
20c a Ilse succeeding insentient,
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

,
Sale or trade --new 69 head
safety bindings, $80. Call Don Cisee, CY 5-0198.
Skis, boots, poles for sale. Like new.
CY 2.0610.
lloatole
Male: To share apt. with two &bens.
445 E. Reed. CY 243529
Sfudio--all elect, kit., modern. $80. 617
9th CY 8-1588.

For Sale

Need I roornmote. male. 502 So. 4th

Girl’s English bike, good
gears, -,-gbraFas basiet. $25. c.,
Soiohsnie CY 5.6942.

Apts. suitable for 2, 3, 4 men. 686 Sc.
=.- Sr. loo. 17. CY 3.8864,

Woman’s brd

,se contract
nr

Gordon
vases mechanic, low rates guaranteed
Call CY 1.5279,

Cockfad dross

Transportation
’55 Dodqh

Ride wonted to Portland. 2 ’ens Iv. De

Cent -ant for apo brd hut
-,- A- Ars

Wanted Vde to Santa Affil area. Con 2Y Will share gas.
P.
Cf 5.5053.
Ride ...Hod anywhere between Chicago
1,1
York over hoiidays. Call Tom,
C’

Mary Tra,,,

Contract for app. brd. hoc P.
,. CY 647 tarn on ,Ja^
Attn, sport car levers! Tulareloft sear
be’ts. 37.00. Complete color choice. Call
Georoe Vaccaro CY 8-4268 afternoons.

Wet 4 heed

Lost: G.ti’s gold Haa,iltee wrist watch
Redio.phonograph combinatinn AM & Rower
’"tact CY 3.9734.
g set ,Abinef. Call DR 9.1461. --Found: Men’s ring
It,.
’51 Plymouth convertible, Hy,-(.4,,. md viwnrn
si.,o
st/i.

LATIN-AMERICAN

IMPORTS
76 W. San Antonio
CY 7-4976
Son Jose

PINATAS
Ifor your parties)

Christmas Cards
in

SPANISH
COMPLETE SELECTION
MEXICAN it SPANISH
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

WHEN DOES A LUCKY TASTE BETTER THAN A LUCKY? There’s a dangerous
question because, as you well know, college students are crazy at out Luckies
and smoke more of them than any other regular. Still, there is one kind of
Lucky that tastes a little bit better than any other kind. These extra -special
Luckies are the ones you get for Christmas. The only thing better than a Lucky
is a free Lucky. Ask for a carton this Christmas.

PARTY FAVORS
De La Rosa’s
Latin-American

IMPORTS

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!

76 W. San Antonio
(Near Market S#.1

San Jose
4

Product

Ilan;
c Z..skirrts44;effn 1;41cre,Grsrity.-"fuetzetre is user middle

